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Why has your organization decided to pursue Advanced Work Packaging and WorkFace Planning on your projects?
Owners Panel Questions

- What do you expect from your contractors regarding AWP/WFP capability?
  - Construction
  - Engineering
  - Procurement
  - EPC
  - Vendors
Owners Panel Questions

- How do you plan on assessing AWP/WFP capability of prospective contractors?
Owners Panel Questions

- How would the contracts be altered to support AWP/WFP?
How will your organization be assessing the suitability of a contractors’ AWP/WFP system?
Owners Panel Questions

- What types of projects would benefit from AWP/WFP? How does project size, type, location impact applicability?
Owners Panel Questions

- How significant a factor will AWP/WFP be in contractors’ selection for your organization?
Owners Panel Questions

- Which aspects of AWP/WFP do you believe are most critical for
  - A construction contractor
  - An engineering contractor
  - An EPC
Owners Panel Questions

- What are the main benefits you expect from effective implementation of AWP/WFP?
What are your closing comments or thoughts?